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Are you ready to write a better story for yourself? Author Your Life is the oh-heck-yeah

transformation that can happen when you literally put pen to paper and write the life you want

to have.In Author Your Life, you'll get practical, hands-on help for how to become the main

character in your own real-life adventure. Lara Zielin will show you how to write a better story

for yourself in four main areas: loving yourself, finding your purpose, connecting to your body

and health, and achieving financial abundance. In the process, this book will guide you through

your own Hero's Journey, step by step.As the author of six published novels, Lara knows how

stories work. Author Your Life is what happened when Lara turned the tables and started

creating a world for herself, exactly the same way that she would create a world for her

characters. For one year, Lara wrote the unimaginatively titled "Lara's Life," where she literally

created the story of how she wanted her life to be. Everything changed as a result. Her health,

her finances, her relationships, her heart, and so much more. The power of words is

completely amazing and totally legit!You don't have to travel a thousand miles or attend a 20-

day meditation retreat or do a cleanse to write a better story for yourself. You can do this in

your pajamas, starting right where you are. So get out your pens, your story is about to begin.
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advice.To all of you out there daring to believe a better story is possible,I got you.Let’s do

this.Part IStart HereIntroductionThis story begins where all good stories begin—in Wisconsin.

This beginning is also a ghost story, so this book is pretty much batting a thousand right

now.What happened was this: Two kids were driving west on Wisconsin back roads in the pitch-

black dead of night. Think two a.m. Starless. Spooky. And they were the only car for miles.This

was, of course, when the passenger (let’s call her Jane) told the driver (let’s call him Ted) that

she had to pee. Pick your spot, Ted said, motioning with his hand to the inky black woods all

around them, the world is your toilet. To be fair, Ted didn’t say this. My father-in-law says the

world is your toilet when he’s in the woods. It’s a phrase I sometimes can’t get out of my

head.Anyway.Jane would have loved for Ted to just pull alongside the deserted road so she

could pee in the woods, except she couldn’t because she used a cane. And the way her body

and her plumbing worked, squatting in the woods just wasn’t an option. Our girl needed a

proper toilet. So Ted put the pedal to the metal and kept hoping they’d come upon something—

anything—that was open. And lo, they did.The Roadhouse Bar in Hawthorne, Wisconsin,

blazed bright in the night. Lights on. Music playing. Ted and Jane were overjoyed. They had

heard locals talking about the bar because an artist, rumored to be from Disney, had just

painted an enormous mural on the walls of the place.They went in. Jane did her business. Ted

bought them beers. And that’s when they noticed things seemed a little…off.The jukebox kept

playing the same song, “Let’s Twist Again” by Chubby Checker, over and over. People wouldn’t

stop staring at them.Jane told Ted she was unnerved. Ted told her everything was cool, and

that they should take a closer look at this neato new mural. It was a saloon scene with

gunfighters and poker players, with painted ladies on stage and a sheriff about to draw his

weapon. There was a shootout in the dusty streets, and a bartender serving people amid the

chaos.That’s when Ted and Jane noticed that everyone in the bar looked like someone in the

mural. The men playing pool in the bar looked like the men at the gambling table in the mural;

the guy next to the jukebox in the bar looked like the guy next to the player piano; the women

sipping drinks at the bar looked like the corseted ladies on stage…on and on.Of course, it was



easy to explain. The local artist who’d painted the scenes had surely drawn from real life and

used local folks as character inspiration. Ted figured he’d ask about it, so as he bought two

more beers, he inquired with the bartender: “Did the artist who painted that mural use you guys

here as inspiration?”The bartender, a younger man, didn’t reply. He just smiled and sort of

nodded vaguely. Like he couldn’t quite understand what Ted was saying. This was about the

time “Let’s Twist Again” was on its umpteenth repeat, and Jane was starting to get wigged the

eff out. Both she and Ted suddenly realized that the people at the bar had drinks, but didn’t

seem to be actually drinking them. Men stood by the pool table, but didn’t actually play.Jane

wanted to go, but Ted insisted they finish their beers. So they studied the mural a little more,

and that’s when they saw it. Something that hadn’t been there before. Behind the saloon doors

in the corner of a gun-slinging scene were two pairs of legs. And next to one of them was a

cane.Jane’s hair stood up on the back of her neck. Those were her legs, and that was her

cane. She realized she and Ted were being drawn into the mural. In real time.Naturally, they

freaked out and ran from the place as fast as they could. The minute they exited the

Roadhouse, all the lights went off. Everything went silent. They sped away, not saying anything.

Figuring that maybe they imagined the whole thing.Eventually, when they calmed down a few

days later, curiosity overtook them. What had happened that night? It was surely explainable.

So they went back to figure out what went down.When they returned, it was a busy night,

packed with folks and music—though thankfully not “Let’s Twist Again.” Jane and Ted sidled up

to the bar and asked who was working the other night around two a.m. They described the

young bartender who had served them, to which the current bartender said, “No one like that

works here.”Naw, naw, naw, Jane and Ted insisted. That was our boy. We saw him.To which the

current bartender said, “My dad and I own this place. We are the only people who bartend. And

that night? We locked up at midnight.”I heard this story on season one of the Spooked podcast,

hosted by Glynn Washington, and I recommend that you go listen to it because the narrator

does a much better job of actually, you know, telling the story than I do of recreating it here.So

why bother sharing the story at all?The short answer is, when I heard this episode of Spooked,

I was changed. (The long answer is this entire book, so there’s that.) I was like Saul on the

Road to Damascus altered.What I realized was that something about the mural had impacted

reality for Jane and Ted. The artist’s creation of the saloon scene had, in some way, brought

forth that art into actual real life. The fabric of time and space had been altered that night…

because of a painting.Art is powerful. It changes hearts and minds all the time. I get that. But

this was the first time I had considered whether art could literally change the course of things—

if it was powerful enough to create an entirely new reality that we humans could actually

experience.And while I’m not an artist like that Disney guy, I am a writer. My art is books. So I

was like, listen, if a Disney guy can open up a damn time warp with a weird saloon mural,

maybe I can impact my life by writing a book about how I want the story of my life to turn out

and then see if it will actually turn out that way.As a writer, I’m always considering what my

characters want. I’m always asking what their motivations are. What will make them happy?

What is a satisfying story for them? But I had never really considered the story of my own life.

What was my motivation? What would make me happy?Elizabeth Gilbert, the best-selling

author of the books Big Magic and Eat, Pray, Love, posits that our creative muses whisper to

us all the time to give us ideas and energy to cheerlead our work bringing forth the art that’s

inside of us.My hypothesis, and the foundation for this book, is essentially to ask: What if our

muses—or, say, God or the Universe or divine energy or whatever you want to call it—speak to

us not just about art, but about our lives? Like, what if we have our own story, our own real-life

life, that is ready to break through, to be created, and we just have to access it and write it into



reality? What if we stopped asking what our characters want, and started asking, “What do I

want?” And then what if we wrote that down into a bomb-ass story that we told about

ourselves?So that’s what I did.Starting January 1, 2018, I decided to give myself a year of

writing a book I very unimaginatively titled Lara’s Life. Every day I wrote pages about what

happened in Lara’s life. Every day I sat down and imagined what would make Lara happy and

fulfilled.Writing her like a character, I put her in situations that were amazing and awesome. I

fixed her heart, which was getting more than a little brittle and hard. I gave her more

compassion for people. I gave her abundance—of time, of money, of love. I gave her a great

sex life and a healthier weight. And I gave her joy. Tons of joy. Truck-fulls of joy. Which is

something real-life Lara (that’s me!) had let dribble out of her, kind of like a slow leak over time

that you don’t realize is happening, until one day you wake up and you can almost see a gray

film on your life that colors everything sad.I hand-wrote Lara’s Life old school, in notebooks I

filled up, page after page, pouring out my soul. Imagining what life could be like for this

“character.”Now, almost a year later, I’m on the other side of that process.And holy shit, you

guys. IT HAS TOTALLY WORKED. This is real AF.The changes started almost right away,

though I’m not going to lie and tell you this is a quick fix or something because the big stuff—

the really important stuff—took time. But any good book takes time. You don’t just sit down and

finish a book in two weeks. Well, I guess you could, but it’s probably not going to be any good if

you do.Author Your Life is what happened when I wrote the story of how I wanted my existence

to be. When I dared to create a world for myself, the same way I would spend time and energy

creating a world for my characters. It’s what I learned, it’s what I experienced, it’s where I was

broken and healed, cracked open and then filled up again.Author Your Life is how this whole

thing went down for me. And now Author Your Life is also how you can do this same thing for

yourself and write the story of your existence the way you want it to happen, and then watch it

happen.So hold on to your butts. And get out your pens.It’s time to write your story.You Can

Write a Better Story for YourselfWhat if I could tell you what was going to happen to you?Better

yet, what if you knew what was going to happen to you, and you even directed the outcome?

I’m not a psychic and I can’t read the stars, but I do know one thing: How stories work. And all

of us here on planet Earth are living, walking, breathing stories.The stories that we love and tell

over and over all have a beginning, a middle, and an end, and roughly same thing happens to

the protagonist each time in the big scheme of things—from Luke Skywalker in Star Wars to

Beca in Pitch Perfect. That might sound a little bananas since one of them flies a space ship

and fights the Dark Side, while another joins an a capella group. But the stages of their

transformation? Totally the same.This blueprint for storytelling is called the Hero’s Journey, and

it was popularized by a mythologist named Joseph Campbell in the 1970s. He researched the

crap out of stories across time and cultures and, turns out, they’re all made out of pretty much

the same scaffolding. From the stories carved into the side of a cave to the singing and

dancing in Hamilton—they are all using the Hero’s Journey.At the start of 2018, when I wanted

to change my life, I decided to do it through the power of storytelling. At the time, I knew I was

unhappy, though I’m not sure I really grasped the full extent of it. Here’s what I can say about

January 1, 2018, when I started my own Hero’s Journey:First, I woke up the heaviest weight I’d

been in years. Actually, probably the heaviest I’d ever been. I can’t tell you what I ate that day,

but I can definitely tell you I drank. Because drinking was something I found myself doing more

and more.I’m not sure what my husband Rob and I did that day, but I can tell you what we

didn’t do—we didn’t have sex. We were close but hadn’t been intimate in a long while. My work

writing novels, which had once been thriving, had also dried up, leaving me questioning who in

the world I was since I’d only wanted to be a novelist. Ever. It felt inextricably linked to my



identity, and I was shuffling around, lost, without it.And while I had a well-paying part-time job

that kept a regular paycheck coming in and ensured we had things like health insurance, the

gigs Rob and I had started on the side—me a writing business and Rob an ice cream store—

were often struggling. We were getting by, but barely.We were living paycheck to paycheck. We

were both heavy. And while we liked each other a lot, our relationship wasn’t exactly thriving. I

was drinking to numb all kinds of pain, though I probably couldn’t have said exactly where I

was hurting at the time. It just felt like a terrible ache all over.I started Lara’s Life as an

experiment, a way to test whether writing about the life I wanted could actually help it come to

pass.And right after I started, everything that I wanted to have happen came true immediately

and it was super easy, THE END!Haha, no.What a boring story that would be if everything just

fell into place and I didn’t have to change at all to make my deepest desires come true. Instead,

what happened was the tried and true pattern of the Hero’s Journey. There were nearly

predictable challenges that occurred as I worked to create a better story around my finances,

my health, my relationships, and much more.The amazing thing is that because I’d put my “life”

into a story structure, I knew the challenges were coming. After all, as an author, I knew the

Hero’s Journey. I knew the patterns and the obstacles that would challenge the protagonist,

who in this case was me.So when I wrote about Lara having more financial abundance, I was

not at all surprised when our finances shit the bed. When I wanted a better relationship with

Rob, it’s no surprise that we suddenly had big huge boulders in our path that we had to push

out of the way.Sounds super fun, right? Don’t worry, the challenges didn’t last forever, and, like

any good protagonist, I learned lessons along the way. Plus, hello happy ending! I’m living,

breathing proof that a willingness to go through these challenges results in the ability to come

out on the other side of the experience, forever changed. And, in my case, to write this book as

a result.Think about it: In Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse, Miles Morales couldn’t have taken

the leap of faith to become Spider-Man if he hadn’t been at his lowest point, having just lost his

uncle, been kicked out of the Spider-gang, and tied to a chair. In Pitch Perfect, Beca couldn’t

have led her team to winning the a capella competition if she hadn’t realized she’d built walls to

keep people out, and then been brave enough to tear down those same walls.But Lara, you

say, Miles and Beca are fictional characters, and this is real life.That is true! But here’s the

thing. The Hero’s Journey is more than just the blueprint for good storytelling. Campbell himself

suggested it was part of our human DNA, that there was no other way to explain its prevalence

across culture and time.I’d go a step further and posit that the Hero’s Journey is a

fundamental, unshakable law in the universe like gravity or the speed of light. Why? Because

it’s repeatable. I’d say it’s even testable. When you start the Hero’s Journey, the same cycle

occurs. Every time.I’d argue it’s possible that humans didn’t create the Hero’s Journey, but that

instead, humans are a reflection of the Hero’s Journey. It’s not a monomyth that formed as a

result of human activity over time, and it’s not something we’re supposed to study for useful

nuggets, simply because it IS the nugget.This is why you won’t see me referring to Jesus or

Buddha or Mohammed in this book, because, like gravity, the rules of the Hero’s Journey apply

no matter what you believe. Instead, I use the ubiquitous term “the universe,” because I treat

the Hero’s Journey and the truths therein as a universal law. If it helps, you can also think of

this process as tapping into your human ability to recognize big, universal patterns that help

you identify the things that are holding you back, and thereby to achieve your highest self.As

such, the Hero’s Journey is a blueprint not just for fiction but for real-life, too. It’s the roadmap

for what’s going to happen to you when you start creating the life that you want. It’s all the

cards laid out on the table, telling you step by step what to expect.We don’t inform it—it informs

us. It will guide us if we let it.And the guidance goes like this:THE HERO’S



JOURNEYAWARENESSCall to AdventureLeap of FaithMeeting the MentorsCHANGERoad of

TrialsOrdealRENEWALTransformationEndowmentMasteryI’ve structured Author Your Life

around the Hero’s Journey. There are three major sections to the book—Awareness, Change,

and Renewal—though, to be fair, I’ve spent the most time around Awareness and Change

because these are the hardest parts of the journey, and the ones where we need the most

help. I’m also using Awareness, Change, and Renewal in place of the more common Hero’s

Journey descriptors of Departure, Initiation, and Return. I read and loved the descriptions of

Awareness, Change, and Renewal in a book by Will Craig called Living the Hero’s Journey:

Exploring Your Role in the Action-Adventure of a Lifetime (Live and Learn Publishing, 2017),

and they are used here with permission from the author.I’ve also taken the liberty to streamline

our journey a bit. According to Wikipedia, there are more than 17 parts to the Hero’s Journey.

That’s a lot of parts! My goal here isn’t to dive into every single moment of the Hero’s Journey

in huge detail. Instead, it’s to get you to recognize big, overarching patterns that can help you

understand where you are in the adventure, while keeping in mind that it’s a circle, and it’s

continual.That’s because we don’t just complete the Hero’s Journey once and then stop. In

writing a better story for yourself, you’re going to have to answer the Call to Adventure multiple

times. You will need to make YES a huge part of your vocabulary.The other thing you may

experience in this journey is that the thing you think you want—i.e. making more money or

meeting Mr. Right—isn’t the thing that you actually need. This happened to me over and over,

where I’d start writing a story about, say, making more money, but my heart would keep

bubbling up a narrative about loving myself more. Turns out, if you don’t love yourself very

much, you’ll flit away the money you do get because you don’t believe you’re worthy of it. Often,

my heart was challenging me to come back to fundamental building blocks of love, joy,

gratitude, and forgiveness. My heart showed me what I really needed in order to have what I

really wanted.No matter what you want to focus on, Author Your Life can help you write a better

story around it. But since I’m writing a book based on my own experiences and what I learned

by writing Lara’s Life, I’ve structured this book to help you in the following areas where I saw

the most breakthroughs:Loving yourselfDiscovering your purposeAchieving financial

abundanceConnecting to your body and healthI believe someday there will be more categories

and, in that sense, Lara’s Life is ongoing. I think of the Lara’s Life as having “chapters,” and not

being a complete work.As you start your journey, you too may want to think about writing every

day like writing a chapter. As you would with journaling, you can write whatever is on your mind

or your heart. The big difference between Author Your Life and journaling is that we’re using the

power of writing to create a better future instead of to examine the past or even the present.

Both are needed, and you can definitely complement this work with journaling (see more on

this in the next chapter section, “Your Current Stories,” as well as in Chapter Ten under “The

Simple Stuff”).Sometimes, when I sit down to write, I’ll give myself a chapter title as an

affirmation to help guide me. Here are some of the chapter titles I’ve created in Lara’s

Life:Relaxing and Enjoying LifeGrateful for the Work!In the FightListening to Her BodyConfident

in Her AbilitiesSavings in Abundance
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lora hasse, “Taking my love for writing and using to make a better life.. I picked up this book

after listening to one of my favorite podcasts. I have been struggling mightily lately and just

can't seem to get out this funk. I read this book in one day and I kept thinking that is me!!! She

is talking about me! I am ready to start writing my own new story, This book is a no nonsense

told almost as if you are sitting down with one of your best friends for a cup of coffee and a kick

in the ass conversation, Lara is witty and funny she shares heartfelt advice that she bases on

her own experiences. If you are craving a change in your life get this book!”

C. Allen-Riley, “After all, we're all stories in the end.. I was lucky enough to get an advanced

reading copy of this book, but if you're reading this review, you can see that it's a verified

purchase. You might be wondering why I'd spend cash on a book I've already read for free. The

answer's pretty simple--because I love it that much, and both the material and Zielin's

techniques resonate so strongly with me. Change is hard, and it's often scary. But my

experience with this book has been the polar opposite of that and, as a result, there have been

some wonderful shifts and changes in my life. And I'm beyond excited to see what happens

next.Reading Author Your Life very much feels like having coffee with your bestie--you know

the one. She's not afraid to bare her soul, and she cares so much about you, she's willing to

tell you the truths you need to hear. Author Your Life, like Zielin, manages to be profound while

also being charmingly accessible and engaging.If you're looking to make positive changes in

your life, please pick up a copy of this book, and write your story. Write it the way you want it to

be--the way it was meant to be.”

Lynne M. Spreen, “Activating the subconscious through storytelling. This motivating book



follows the idea others have proposed, that our subconscious can help us achieve our goals if

we only follow certain steps to inform it. As a successful author who was limping along in her

life, Lara Zielin devised a plan for writing a happy ending for herself. The book contains

exercises to develop the steps along the way. It's a good idea, and highly motivating to think

one can direct one's life using this approach. I started reading it before the pandemic hit, when

I found myself in an intense caregiving situation. It was helpful to me then, when I felt

overwhelmed by forces beyond my control.”

Jen W, “An inspiring and easy-to-follow guide to getting out of a rut. I found myself pushing 40

and wondering (like so many) what the point of it all was. This book helped me refresh my

perspective and remember the parts hidden deep within me that knew how to find calling and

joy in my life. It was scary at first to speak my heart's deepest desires out loud, without the

usual accompanying excuses. But with practice it began to feel natural and even exhilarating.

And by loving myself, believing in myself, and living without fear, I've already achieved 3 huge

life goals, including releasing my debut album and paying off my student loans. Truly life

changing!”

Amy D, “Helpful, relatable, & funny!. Making a conscious effort to change any part of your life,

big or small, can seem daunting and scary- but Lara is the perfect person to cheerlead you

through your journey, however it manifests itself! Not only is this book hilarious, but it gives you

the tools to take your life back into your own hands with excitement and purpose. Lara shares

her own journey with you in a vulnerable and relatable way that takes the “scary” out of self

help. Whether you need to make extraordinary changes to live your best life, or something as

simple as remembering to floss, this book can be helpful to anyone!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice & inspiring read. A great little book of big ideas!”

bookdoghike, “Helpful practice. I'm still working through the book and workbook, but the

practice has already been so helpful. Will be recommending this one!”

Alex Kourvo, “eye-opening and inspiring. From book blogger Alex Kourvo on the Writing Slices

Blog:A few years ago, Zielin was in a place that many people get to in the middle of their lives.

Things just weren’t working out the way she wanted them to and everything was a struggle.

Her finances, her weight, and her relationships were all bad and getting worse, and she was

drinking more than she should. She knew she had to do something, but what?Zielin is the

author of several novels and nonfiction books, so naturally she turned to writing as a way out,

and AUTHOR YOUR LIFE was born. Every morning, she woke up early and wrote down her life

—not as it was, but as she wanted it to be. And slowly, over the course of a year, her real life

started to match what was on the page. Not exactly affirmations, not exactly morning pages,

Zielin’s journal was more of a roadmap for her soul.AUTHOR YOUR LIFE is part memoir, part

instruction. Zielin is honest about her struggles and mistakes. She’s also extremely witty. She’s

not some guru dispensing wisdom from on high. She’s a completely relatable middle-class

Midwesterner. Zielin could be me. She could be all of us.Through specific writing exercises and

free-form journaling, Zielin takes you through all the steps needed to create your own happy

ever after. Doing the exercises in AUTHOR YOUR LIFE will force you to get super clear on your

goals and see, in black and white, what it will take to get there. Zielin doesn’t promise miracles.

She’s far too smart for that. She promises hard work and struggle and setbacks and also clarity

and joy and fun—just like the stories we love so much.Reading AUTHOR YOUR LIFE was eye-



opening and inspiring. I’ve already purchased several of my favorite blank notebooks so I can

start telling the story that matters most: my own.”

The book by Lara Zielin has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 36 people have provided feedback.

Also by Lara Zielin I. Start Here Introduction You Can Write a Better Story for Yourself II.

AWARENESS 1. Answering the Call 2. The Leap of Faith 3. Loving Yourself 4. Discovering Your

Purpose 5. Achieving Financial Abundance 6. Connecting to Your Body and Health 7. Meeting

the Mentors III. CHANGE 8. Cha-Cha-Change: The Big Picture 9. The Road of Trials 10. The

Ordeal IV. RENEWAL 11. Renewal, Heck Yeah! Resources Note to Reader About the Author
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